Insurance Insight 2

The decade of living dangerously
or the Soaring 40s?

Age

It’s in our 40s that living costs
typically start to really soar….
mortgage, kids, school fees, the
list goes on. It’s also the age when
the incidence of people suffering
a serious illness or injury starts to
soar. Dramatically. In fact 68% of
trauma insurance claims are made
by people in their 40s*.
The 40s is also when many people
let their insurance lapse….which
is the exact opposite of what
they should be doing. It’s like
flying your family into a storm and

Age

UNfastening your seat belts.
Insurance is much more
complicated than people think.
That’s why the DIY insurance path
is so littered with disasters. And
there’s so much at stake.
It’s time to get some professional
advice – from an adviser with the
technical expertise and experience
required to make sure you’re
properly covered.
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This is one of many insurance insights that enable us to help you protect
your lifestyle and the people you love. Speak to your financial adviser
today. Call Wealth Planning Partners at (07) 5593 0855.

*Source: http://www.asteronlife.com.au/the-danger-decade-for-australians. Asteron Life’s research revealed that alarmingly, over two thirds of trauma insurance1 claimants
(68%) are in their 40s.
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